DVT…IN RECORD TIME!
1ST 20 CONSECUTIVE CASES WITH THE JETi CATHETER

Learn the ways of The JETi …with a DVT Master: (This is a Non-CME activity)

Session Goals:
• To explore… a new world of thrombectomy device safety & efficacy
• To seek out… radiation, contrast & aspirate reducing treatment algorithms
• To boldly go… for rapid, single session, hemolysis safe, lytic sparing clot removal

Dr. Razavi’s presentation will begin at 5:15 PM
Hands-on workshop to follow till 7 PM
e - R.S.V.P. or call (949) 433-1222

Additional presentations of JETi at VEITH:
1) Venous Workshop – Wednesday, 3:30 PM Americas Hall 2, 3rd Floor
2) Session 62 – Thursday, 4:22 PM